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1) **Spelling:** Blitzkrieg is spelled incorrectly on the Blitzkrieg Combat Table play aid card.
*What should you do?* Nothing, just be aware of it. No need to mark up the card, minor error.

2) **Incorrect Date:** Fall Blua scenario setup map... the Date in the box should read, May - June 1942 to May - June 1943.
*What should you do?* Nothing, just be aware of it. No need to mark up the card, minor error.

3) **Rule Book:** Page 4, in the War Economy Counters illustration.... the Stalingrad Counter. There is an arrow pointing to the number 2, in Yellow on a Red Background. The arrow has no caption. It should read: Denotes the number of Combat Factors that can be rebuilt each turn.
*What should you do?* You can print the caption on a piece of paper and stick it with UHU glue in the rule book in this spot. Or, do nothing and just remember and use this sheet as a reference.

4) **Counters:** The back side of the 3rd Guards Cavalry is incorrect. It shows as a 5-7. It should be a 2-6.
*What should you do?* You have 2 options. Get a fine tip Sharpie and draw a 2 over the 5 and a 6 over the 8. OR ... Print a “2-6” on paper and UHU glue it over the 5-8. Hopefully, we can get this printed in the future in an issue of Paper Wars to correct the error.

2) **Russian Order of Battle Card:**
Turn 7 - May / June 1942 - Kalinin should be under the 41st 6-4; Saratov should be under the 5th Gds 6-6.
Turn 8 July / August 1942 - The 62nd Infantry Army (7-4) arrives at Stalingrad, the City name is missing. The card is incorrectly marked.
*What should you do?* Nothing, just be aware of it. OR, you can print a sticky and correct it. OR with a thin tip sharpie, you can draw a careful arrow to remind you.